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Abstract. Detailed comparisons of airborne CH2O mea-
surements acquired by tunable diode laser absorption spec-
troscopy with steady state box model calculations were car-
ried out using data from the 2006 INTEX-B and MILARGO
campaign in order to improve our understanding of hydrocar-
bon oxidation processing. This study includes comparisons
over Mexico (including Mexico City), the Gulf of Mexico,
parts of the continental United States near the Gulf coast,
as well as the more remote Pacific Ocean, and focuses on
comparisons in the boundary layer. Select previous com-
parisons in other campaigns have highlighted some loca-
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tions in the boundary layer where steady state box mod-
els have tended to underpredict CH2O, suggesting that stan-
dard steady state modeling assumptions might be unsuitable
under these conditions, and pointing to a possible role for
unmeasured hydrocarbons and/or additional primary emis-
sion sources of CH2O. Employing an improved instrument,
more detailed measurement-model comparisons with better
temporal overlap, up-to-date measurement and model pre-
cision estimates, up-to-date rate constants, and additional
modeling tools based on both Lagrangian and Master Chem-
ical Mechanism (MCM) runs, we have explained much of
the disagreement between observed and predicted CH2O as
resulting from non-steady-state atmospheric conditions in
the vicinity of large pollution sources, and have quantified
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the disagreement as a function of plume lifetime (process-
ing time). We show that in the near field (within∼4 to
6 h of the source), steady-state models can either over-or-
underestimate observations, depending on the predominant
non-steady-state influence. In addition, we show that even far
field processes (10–40 h) can be influenced by non-steady-
state conditions which can be responsible for CH2O model
underestimations by∼20 %. At the longer processing times
in the 10 to 40 h range during Mexico City outflow events,
MCM model calculations, using assumptions about initial
amounts of high-order NMHCs, further indicate the potential
importance of CH2O produced from unmeasured and multi-
generation hydrocarbon oxidation compounds, particularly
methylglyoxal, 3-hydroxypropanal, and butan-3-one-al.

1 Introduction

Formaldehyde (CH2O) is an important and ubiquitous trace
gas found throughout the atmosphere. This gas, which is the
most abundant aldehyde compound found in the atmosphere,
is formed from the oxidation of most anthropogenic and bio-
genic hydrocarbons, primarily initiated by reactions with the
hydroxyl (OH) radical and ozone (O3). Formaldehyde is also
directly emitted into the atmosphere from biomass burning
(Lee et al., 1997); incomplete combustion from motor ve-
hicles (Herndon et al., 2005), potentially from petrochemi-
cal flares (Olaguer et al., 2009) and other sources; industrial
emissions, and by emissions from vegetation (Carlier et al.,
1986, and references therein). Typical atmospheric mixing
ratios vary from approximately 1 part-per-billion by volume
(1 ppbv, 1 part in 109 parts of air) in the background conti-
nental boundary layer (Harder et al., 1997) to several 10’s
of ppbv for polluted air over urban regions (Dasgupta et al.,
2005) and air influenced by petrochemical refinery emissions
(primarily ethene and propene) during summer months (Wert
et al., 2003). In the remote background atmosphere by con-
trast, the oxidation of methane (CH4) becomes the dominant
source of CH2O. In these cases, ambient CH2O mixing ratios
are typically on the order of several hundred parts-per-trillion
by volume (1 pptv, 1 part in 1012 parts of air) near the surface,
and on the order of 50 pptv or less in the upper troposphere
above 8 km unperturbed by convection (Fried et al., 2003b;
Stickler et al., 2006). Formaldehyde is also produced from
numerous other precursor compounds, including methyl hy-
droperoxide (CH3OOH, MHP), methanol (CH3OH), and iso-
prene, to name a few.

Formaldehyde primarily decomposes via three pathways,
two involving photolysis and one with OH. At wavelengths
less than 339-nm the quantum yield for the radical pho-
tolysis channel (2HO2 + CO) is non-zero, and this channel
becomes dominant at wavelengths less than about 324-nm,
while at longer wavelengths than this but shorter than 361-
nm the molecular decomposition channel (H2 + CO) is domi-

nant (Sander et al., 2006). Under certain circumstances (high
altitudes, large solar zenith angels and/or dry conditions), the
radical photolysis channel of CH2O can dominate over other
HOx production pathways. In the presence of sufficient NO,
the HO2 radicals from this channel result in the production
of ozone. In Mexico City, CH2O photolysis is responsible
for about 20–25 % of HOx radicals on a 12-h average day-
time basis (Dusanter et al., 2009; Volkamer et al., 2010), and
hence adds substantially to the efficient formation of ozone
and secondary organic aerosols (SOA) (Lei et al., 2008). Lei
et al. (2009) further report that primary emissions of CH2O
in the Mexico City Metropolitan Area enhances daytime rad-
ical production and peak ozone concentrations by up to 10 %
and 8 %, respectively.

Because of the relatively short lifetime of CH2O (several
h at mid-day), it is a good tracer for recent photochemi-
cal activity of hydrocarbons. Since CH2O is produced as
an intermediate from the oxidation of many hydrocarbons,
it also serves as an important test species in evaluating our
mechanistic understanding of tropospheric oxidation reac-
tions, which is often done through comparisons of time co-
incident CH2O observations with box models. Numerous
studies have been devoted to this topic, and recent examples
include Fried et al. (2003a, b), Fried et al. (2008a, b), Kor-
mann et al. (2003) and references therein, and Junkermann et
al. (2009). As discussed in these references, box models have
at times: underestimated, overestimated, or accurately simu-
lated CH2O observations, depending upon the measurement
regime.

In the lower troposphere typically below 2 km, box mod-
els have often underestimated CH2O observations. This
problem is particularly acute in the presence of fresh emis-
sions (Fried et al., 2003b, 2008a), either fresh emissions of
CH2O and/or its very reactive precursors such as ethene and
isoprene. The modeling studies listed above have used a
steady-state modeling approach that is constrained by in-situ
measurements of precursor species concentrations. This ap-
proach does not include direct CH2O emission sources and
is limited to instantaneous measurements of non-methane hy-
drocarbons and other precursors. In the vicinity of large and
relatively fresh emissions, this approach may underestimate
the recent history of photochemical production of CH2O
from very short-lived hydrocarbons during rapid decay just
prior to the point of measurement. In the case of isoprene,
furthermore, CH2O will continue to be produced from higher
generation isoprene oxidation products even when the par-
ent isoprene molecule has decayed away, resulting in model
underestimations many h after emission. The steady state
modeling approach is also dependent upon the availability of
measurements of important CH2O precursors such as MHP
and methanol. In the case of fresh pollution, unmeasured hy-
drocarbon species may present another model limitation. In
addition, it becomes more important to assure precise data
overlap within fresh plumes. Timescales for data averaging
that are typically used for modeling purposes (e.g., 1-min)
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may not be sufficient to capture ambient high-resolution
data variability. In fact, the four largest CH2O measure-
ment/model ratios observed during the INTEX-NA study
(Fried et al., 2008a) all resulted from poor temporal over-
lap between CH2O and its precursors. Fried et al. (2003b)
have also shown that when physical sink processes are miss-
ing from models, such as the uptake of CH2O and MHP
within clouds and in the lower marine troposphere, box mod-
els can overestimate observations. However, in the absence
of these effects, Fried et al. (2003b, 2008a) have also shown
that despite point-to-point scatter, on average one can obtain
good overall agreement between CH2O measurements and
box model calculations away from local sources in the mid
to upper troposphere. This implies that several CH2O life-
times away from such sources and sinks we generally have
a good understanding of CH2O chemistry in the background
mid to upper troposphere.

However, the various studies by our group, employing
observations based on tunable diode laser absorption spec-
troscopy, and by other groups continue to point to persis-
tent unresolved model underestimates of CH2O in the bound-
ary layer (operationally defined here as radar altitudes be-
tween the surface and 2 km), and this includes air masses
far from local emission sources. During INTEX-NA (Fried
et al., 2008a), for example, model underestimations by ap-
proximately a factor of two were observed in the boundary
layer over the Atlantic Ocean over 1000 km from the nearest
land source. Such discrepancies during the TRACE-P (Fried
et al., 2003b) and INTEX-NA (Fried et al., 2008a) studies
progressively increased with increasing ambient CH2O lev-
els. Over the Gulf of Mexico and the remote tropical Pacific
Ocean, unexplained and high concentrations of CH2O and
other oxygenated VOCs have been observed in the bound-
ary layer up to 3000 km from land (Sinreich et al., 2010;
Coburn et al., 2011). Over the continental United States dur-
ing the INTEX-NA study, median box model results underes-
timated median CH2O observations by as much as∼700 pptv
in the boundary layer (Fried et al., 2008a). In addition to
the possibility of measurement and/or model imprecision,
systematic measurement errors from spectroscopic interfer-
ences and errors caused by poor temporal overlap between
CH2O observations and model inputs, which are primar-
ily dependent upon the hydrocarbon (HC) precursors, the
boundary layer discrepancies could also arise from: unmea-
sured hydrocarbons; non-steady state environmental condi-
tions, which may occur near large pollution sources; direct
CH2O emissions and transport of such direct emissions; pro-
cesses which are not included in the box model such as pro-
duction from heterogeneous/multiphase oxidation or losses
to aqueous phases; errors in reaction rate constants and/or
photolysis rates; and CH2O production from the breakdown
of reactive intermediates that are formed via multi-generation
oxidation processes, analogous to the formation of SOA; or
some combination of these.

The present airborne (INTEX-B/MILAGRO) study over
Mexico (including the Mexico City Metropolitan area), the
Gulf of Mexico, parts of the continental United States near
the Gulf coast, as well as the more remote Pacific Ocean, pro-
vides an opportunity to further examine CH2O measurement-
box model relationships over a wide geographic range span-
ning measurements near the surface to 12 km and over widely
differing CH2O regimes. In addition, this study carefully ex-
amines CH2O measurement and model precision estimates
to establish conservative combined 2σ imprecision bounds
for various sampling regimes. These bounds are then used to
identify sampling regimes where systematic measurement-
box model differences are important.

2 Overview of present study

Data for the present study were acquired onboard the
NASA DC-8 aircraft during the Intercontinental Transport
Experiment-Phase B (INTEX-B) study, as part of the 2006
MILAGRO campaign, which took place in the spring (4
March–15 May) of 2006 (Singh et al., 2009; Molina et
al., 2010). This paper primarily focuses on comparisons in
the boundary layer, with an emphasis on comparisons very
close to large emission sources and comparisons during air
mass aging in Mexico City outflow events. In particular,
the present study examines CH2O measurement-model dis-
crepancies as a function of photochemical processing times.
Formaldehyde comparisons above the boundary layer and
over more remote regions of the Pacific Ocean are also dis-
cussed to provide contrasting behavior.

There were two independent CH2O instruments operat-
ing on the DC-8: a tunable diode laser absorption spec-
trometer (TDLAS) developed and operated by our group at
NCAR (see Appendix A) and an enzyme fluorescence detec-
tion (EFD) system developed and operated by the University
of Rhode Island. A discussion of past comparisons between
these two instruments can be found in Fried et al. (2008a)
and references therein. Although comparisons between these
two instruments are indeed important, this is the topic of
other papers (Kleb et al., 2011 as one example). The present
study exclusively focuses on CH2O measurements acquired
by the TDLAS system. The long history of such measure-
ments with box model comparisons using the same measure-
ment methodology spanning nine years allows us to assess
measurement-model relationships in a more straightforward
way as functions of geographic region and time. In addition,
for reasons that will become clear, fast 1-s airborne CH2O
measurements possible with the TDLAS system are an im-
portant aspect of the present study where temporal overlap
between measurements and box model inputs are considered.

The INTEX-B study was carried out in two phases: the
first phase (4 March–22 March), which is shown by blue
flight tracks in Fig. 1, focuses on Mexico, the Gulf of Mex-
ico, and the Gulf coast of the United States. The second
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Fig. 1. DC-8 flight tracks during the INTEX-B first mission phase
(blue) and second mission phase (red) on the hydrocarbon time
base.

phase (17 April–15 May), which is depicted by the red flight
tracks, focuses on the remote Pacific Ocean and coastal re-
gions of Alaska. Although this study employs the same
CH2O TDLAS measurement approach and the same box
modeling approach as the TRACE-P and INTEX-NA stud-
ies, a number of improvements have been incorporated into
the present comparisons, and this can provide additional in-
formation about the sources of these boundary layer discrep-
ancies. First, a number of enhancements to the TDLAS sys-
tem were implemented, which resulted in improvements to
measured CH2O detection limits by an average factor of 1.6
relative to the INTEX-NA study. It is important to note that
these improvements only affect measurement precision and
not overall measured CH2O mixing ratios. Secondly, to elim-
inate the issue of poor temporal overlap between CH2O mea-
surements and the model inputs, which are primarily lim-
ited by the data collection rate of hydrocarbon (HC) precur-
sors, we consider here comparisons on the HC time base
rather than comparisons based solely on the official 1-min
merged data (http://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/intex-b/
intexb.html). To accomplish this, 1-s CH2O TDLAS mea-
surements were integrated over the start and stop times of
the HC database, which is typically on the order of 1 min or
more. We also derive a more restricted dataset where CH2O
measurements comprised at least 50 % of the HC time base
and where the measurements were uniformly distributed over
this time base. This restricted dataset was further limited to
time periods where there were MHP measurements to con-
strain the box model (see Fried et al., 2003b and 2008a and
references therein for the importance of this factor).

To address the potential issue of systematic measurement
errors due to unknown spectroscopic interferences, we show
comparisons of boundary layer CH2O measurements ac-
quired by the TDLAS system during DC-8 overflights over

Mexico City ground-based supersites where there were in-
dependent CH2O measurements based upon in situ Hantzsch
liquid phase fluorometric detection systems as well as MAX-
DOAS systems. Additional comparisons between airborne
spectroscopic CH2O measurements and these two ground-
based systems were also carried out using a newly devel-
oped difference frequency generation (DFG) instrument de-
veloped by our group operating on the NCAR C-130 air-
craft. Even though this DFG system was based on a differ-
ent laser source than the DC-8 TDLAS system, both instru-
ments use the same CH2O absorption feature, have similar
laser linewidths, and employ the same calibration, measure-
ment, zeroing, and fitting approaches. Thus any systematic
error in one instrument, in all likelihood, should also be re-
flected in the other. The airborne intercomparison of these
two instruments (not blind in this case) on 19 March when
the DC-8 and C-130 were flying in close formation near
Mexico City produced a linear regression (TDLAS versus
DFG) slope of 1.018 and an intercept of 3 pptv (measure-
ment range∼500 pptv to 3500 pptv). The 1 s TDLAS mea-
surements were averaged over the 30-s DFG time base for
this comparison. The comparisons of this study also include
a careful reassessment of model uncertainties. In previous
comparisons during INTEX-NA and TRACE-P (Fried et al.,
2008a and 2003b), we adopted the model sensitivity analysis
of Frost et al. (2002) to arrive at an approximate model ran-
dom uncertainty of 24 % (2σ) times the model mixing ratio.
The general approach of Frost et al. (2002) is used here to es-
timate the component of model uncertainty due to uncertain-
ties in input constraints, utilizing environmental conditions
and instrument uncertainties appropriate for the INTEX-B
campaign. A Monte Carlo approach, using selected envi-
ronmental and chemical conditions typical of geographical
regions encountered during INTEX-B, is used to estimate
the component of model uncertainty due to kinetic and pho-
tolytic rate uncertainties. More comprehensive discussions
of the TDLAS measurement, steady state box model, and
the measurement and modeling uncertainties can be found in
Appendix A.

3 Comparisons of Airborne CH2O measurements with
ground-based measurements

We have a long history of measurement comparisons be-
tween the present TDLAS system and earlier versions of this
system with other CH2O measurement approaches, and Ap-
pendix B provides further discussions of this subject. During
the present study there were a total of nine different time
periods when either the DC-8 or the C-130 passed close to
ground sampling sites over Mexico City and where there
was evidence of sampling in the same air mass as ground-
based CH2O measurements acquired by either Hantzsch or
DOAS systems. Appendix C and tables therein further dis-
cuss such comparisons, and the results are summarized in
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Fig. 2. The airborne DC-8 and C-130 CH2O spectroscopic
measurements are plotted on the y-axis as a function of the
two ground-based measurements, and different comparisons
are displayed using different symbols. As can be seen, the
agreement among the measured/derived CH2O values is ex-
cellent: all 4 CH2O mixing ratios fall on line with a slope
of 0.97 and near zero intercept. This is consistent with
the agreement obtained in past TDLAS-Hantzsch compar-
isons (Gilpin et al., 1997), past TDLAS-DOAS comparisons
(Harder et al., 1997; Wert et al., 2003), and past Hantzsch-
DOAS comparisons (Hak et al., 2005), and provides addi-
tional confidence in the present airborne TDLAS measure-
ments.

4 Measurement-steady state box model comparisons

Box model simulations were carried out employing the
NASA Langley time dependent photochemical box model
(Crawford et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2001, 2006). As dis-
cussed in Fried et al. (2008a), the model is constrained by
the measurements of certain long-lived precursors, and cal-
culates for each set of measurements the associated self-
consistent diurnal profile of radical and other computed
species. Computed radical concentrations at the same point
in time as the measurements are the instantaneous model re-
sults. This diurnal steady state (DSS) approach assures that
all computed species are in equilibrium with the diurnal pro-
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Fig. 3. Cumulative percentile measurement/model ratios (upper)
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drocarbon time base merge (HC TB, blue line), and using the more
restricted data on the HC TB (black line), as further discussed in the
text. The median ratios and differences highlighted reflect the range
of values for the 3 merges. Large measurement-model discrepan-
cies in both the ratios and differences only occur in the lowest and
highest 5 % of the distributions, indicating that comparisons are not
highly dependent on the type of merge.

cess. The uncertainty in box model predictions of CH2O and
other radicals include a component due to uncertainties in the
measurement of constrained species (model constraint un-
certainty), and a component due to uncertainties in kinetic
and photolytic rates (model kinetic uncertainty). More de-
tails regarding the box model and its uncertainties are given
in Appendix A and references therein.

Figure 3 shows a plot of the cumulative percentage mea-
surement/model ratios and (measurement-model) differences
for the three different merge time bases discussed in the In-
troduction for the NASA DC-8 employing the TDLAS mea-
surements. In the measurement-model comparisons of this
study we show both the ratios and differences since each
one has a drawback that can mask the true level of agree-
ment: the ratio becomes unduly sensitive at low model val-
ues and the differences can be unduly large at high mixing
ratios, which may in part reflect laser wavelength instabil-
ities and/or the presence of spectral interferences. Figure 3
shows that large differences between the different merge time
bases are only observed in the ratios and differences for the
lowest and highest 5 % of the distributions, indicating that
the timescale for averaging is not that important, at least in
the present study, for most of the comparisons. Unless in-
dicated otherwise, this study employs DC-8 comparisons on
the hydrocarbon time base; the more restricted data set re-
duces the number of boundary layer comparisons in the first
phase from 347 down to 136 data points. Figure 3 shows
that the median measurement-model ratios and differences
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Table 1. Radar altitude bin statistics for time coincident TDLAS
measurements (Meas) and box model (Model) results on the hy-
drocarbon time base during the 1st phase of INTEX-B for the
NASA DC-8. All measurement and model results, including (Meas-
Model) are in pptv. The difference and ratios were determined from
the point-to-point comparisons (i.e. comparisons where the ratios
and differences were first determined for each point and the altitude-
binned medians of these were then calculated).

Radar Median Median Median Median
Alt (km) Meas Model (Meas-Model) Meas/Model N

0 to 0.5 1635 1248 258 1.20 120
0.5 to 1 1874 1297 424 1.28 65
1 to 2 1285 909 403 1.47 92
2 to 4 503 459 121 1.35 174
4 to 6 107 111 −26 0.85 86
6 to 8 75 72 −1 0.99 63
8 to 10 44 57 −11 0.77 50
10 to 12 26 39 −23 0.44 21

in the boundary layer range between 1.32 to 1.34 and 332
to 352 pptv, respectively, for the 1st mission phase for the
three different data sets. A similar figure for C-130 com-
parisons using only the 1-min merged data set (not shown),
reveals similar but slightly higher discrepancies (median ra-
tio of 1.47 and a median difference of 544 pptv). The median
boundary layer measured values for the DC-8 and C-130 are,
respectively 1532 pptv and 2262 pptv, and the higher C-130
value no doubt plays a role in the higher C-130 discrepancies.

Figure 4 plots radar altitude binned median DC-8 measure-
ment and box model time-coincident results for both phases
of INTEX-B on the hydrocarbon time base along with the
number of comparisons in each altitude bin. Eight radar al-
titude bins are used: 0–0.5 km, 0.5–1 km, 1–2 km, 2–4 km,
4–6 km, 6–8 km, 8–10 km, and 10–12 km. Table 1 further
tabulates the TDLAS-box model comparisons, which also
includes differences and ratios determined from the point-
to-point comparisons. As can be seen large model underes-
timates are observed for the three altitude bins below 2 km
during the first mission phase, which focuses on Mexico,
the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf coast of the United States.
The point-to-point comparisons of Table 1 also reveal model
CH2O underestimation in the 2 to 4 km altitude range, which
is not apparent in the plot of the median mixing ratios. By
contrast during the second phase, which was primarily over
remote regions of the Pacific Ocean, the median TDLAS
measured and modeled CH2O mixing ratios as well as point-
to-point differences are all in good agreement at all altitudes,
as further shown in Table 2. This is in contrast to bound-
ary layer comparisons over the open Atlantic Ocean during
INTEX-NA. In the 0 to 0.5 km bin, Fried et al. (2008a) re-
port a median measurement/model ratio of 1.56 compared
to a ratio of 1.15 observed in this study over the generally
cleaner Pacific Ocean. As mentioned previously, we believe
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Table 2. Radar altitude bin statistics for time coincident TDLAS
measurements (Meas) and box model (Model) on hydrocarbon time
base during the 2nd phase of INTEX-B for the NASA DC-8. All
measurement and model results, including (Meas-Model) are in
pptv. The difference and ratios were determined from the point-
to-point comparisons.

Radar Median Median Median Median
Alt (km) Meas Model (Meas-Model) Meas/Model N

0 to 0.5 298 278 39 1.15 111
0.5 to 1 178 146 10 1.13 33
1 to 2 226 187 1 1.01 74
2 to 4 150 154 −15 0.90 184
4 to 6 60 95 −35 0.58 207
6 to 8 51 72 −28 0.64 188
8 to 10 27 42 −27 0.46 189
10 to 12 35 34 −4 0.88 118

this difference reflects the effects of North American outflow
of CH2O precursors, which as will be shown later, can last
several days downwind from the emission source. Although
Pacific measurement-model ratios in this study are near 0.5
for the 3 altitude bins between 4 and 10 km, the differences
are small ranging between−35 and−27 pptv.

The comparisons of Fig. 4 raise the following ques-
tion: are the observed TDLAS-box model boundary layer
discrepancies during the first phase outside the com-
bined measurement-model imprecision estimates? (see Ap-
pendix A for a discussion of imprecision and systematic mea-
surement and model contributions). This is addressed in
Figs. 5–8 where we plot altitude binned time coincident TD-
LAS measurement-model comparisons for four different ge-
ographic locations spanning both mission phases. We display
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the median TDLAS measurement and box model mixing ra-
tios for each altitude bin (left side) along with the number
of comparisons points, the median and individual point-to-
point measurement/model ratios (center), the median and
individual point-to-point (measurement-model) differences
(right side). Also shown on the figures is the range of
combined random measurement uncertainty and model con-
straint uncertainty expected for a given altitude bin at the 2σ

level. Figures 5–7 primarily reflect comparisons during the
1st phase while Fig. 8 exclusively reflects comparisons dur-
ing the 2nd phase. It is important to note that a given com-
bined uncertainty in the difference represents an increasingly
larger uncertainty in the ratio with altitude because of the de-
creasing absolute CH2O concentration values.

To account for the possibility that the TDLAS instrumen-
tal precision may be somewhat poorer in the boundary layer
due to elevated CH2O levels, turbulence, and larger swings in
cabin environmental conditions of temperature and pressure,
which could potentially produce greater laser wavelength in-
stabilities, we consider here the possibility that measurement
imprecision limits in the boundary layer discussed in Ap-
pendix A may be higher than LOD estimates. To estimate the
potential magnitude of this, we compare measurement preci-
sions from the normalized 1-s data in the boundary layer with
the in-flight-determined LODs based on all altitudes. For
mixing ratios in the 1–2 ppbv range, this produced boundary
layer measurement precisions a factor of 1.4 to 2 times the
in-flight-determined LOD values. Although this procedure
also folds in more ambient variability than the LOD determi-
nations (which overestimates the measurement imprecision),
it provides the most conservative upper limit to the instru-
ment precision in the boundary layer. These modified pre-
cision estimates were folded into the combined uncertainty
estimates shown in Figs. 5–8. Likewise the model constraint
uncertainty limits for the various altitude bins represent con-
servative upper limits here since we have not folded in the
possibility that altitude bin-averaging of multiple data points
may improve the overall model uncertainty, as suggested by
independent Monte Carlo calculations. This also applies to
the CH2O measurements. Nevertheless, the combined un-
certainty bounds of Figs. 5–8 yield conservative upper limits
beyond which random CH2O measurement and model con-
straint uncertainties cannot explain the discrepancies.

In Fig. 5, which depicts comparisons over the continen-
tal United States and Mexico (exclusive of Mexico City and
Monterrey), one observes model underestimates in both the
ratios and differences below 3 km. The discrepancy peaks in
the 0.5–1 km bin but is not evident in the 0–0.5 km bin. For
altitude bins greater than 3 km, the ratios and differences fall
within the mutual uncertainty limits. As the combined im-
precision estimates previously discussed are conservative up-
per limits, the 0 to 3 km discrepancies clearly fall outside the
combined uncertainty range for any realistic uncertainty sce-
nario. Although these discrepancies do fall within the com-
bined systematic error estimates (as discussed in Appendix A
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Fig. 5. Time coincident radar altitude bin TDLAS measurement
(Meas)-box model (Model) comparisons on the hydrocarbon time
base over the continental United States and Mexico (exclusive of
Mexico City and Monterrey) during both phases of INTEX-B. The
center plot shows the median point-to-point measurement/model ra-
tios for each altitude bin (dark circles) while the right side plots the
median point-to-point measurement-model differences (dark cir-
cles). Individual ratios and differences are shown by the light gray
points. The solid gray lines refer to the combined average bin ra-
tio and bin difference measurement and model uncertainties at the
2σ level using measurement imprecision and model constraint un-
certainty estimates described in the text. The numbers next to each
point on the left plot are the number of points in each bin.

these estimates range between 34 and 68 % at the equivalent
2σ level), which also includes instrumental systematic error
estimates andmodel kinetic parameter uncertaintyestimates,
the boundary layer comparisons of Fig. 5 as well as those in
Figs. 4–7, clearly indicate measurement-box model differ-
ences that are systematic in nature. The systematic model
uncertainty must also include terms associated with wrong
and/or incomplete chemistry, but the estimates above do not
include this.

The Mexico City and Monterrey plots of Fig. 6 like-
wise show model underestimations between 0.5 to 2 km, and
agreement in the lowest altitude bin. At altitudes from 3 km
and greater all 3 plots of Fig. 6 show measurement-model
agreement within or just lying on the combined uncertainty
bounds. The Gulf of Mexico data of Fig. 7 shows model un-
derestimates for all three low-altitude bins up to 2 km. As
will be discussed later, only about 12 % of these points orig-
inate from Mexico City outflow. In the 2–4 km bin, the me-
dian ratio and median difference values are very close to the
mutual uncertainty bound yet the median measurement and
model values on the left indicate perfect agreement. This
is a case where the point-to-point comparisons reveal a po-
tential problem in our understanding but is hidden by the
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Fig. 6. Time coincident comparisons on hydrocarbon time base over
Mexico City and Monterrey during the 1st phase of INTEX-B. This
plot has the same format as Fig. 5. The outlier ratio between 6 and
8 km (R = 4.7) is an artifact of the small number of points (2) and
was omitted from the center plot to preserve resolution but was kept
in the difference plot since the difference was small. The combined
imprecision limits could not be determined for the 4–6, 6–8, and
8–10 km bins and thus the values for the 2–4 km bins are repeated
here for the higher altitude bins.

simple comparison of medians, and this emphasizes the im-
portance of employing all three comparison plots when as-
sessing measurement-model agreement. Like the previous
figures, at higher altitudes than 4 km the measurements and
model values are in agreement for all three plots.

The Pacific Ocean plots of Fig. 8 show excellent
measurement-model agreement in the medians over all al-
titude bins, despite individual comparisons falling outside
the estimated mutual uncertainty limits. This figure pro-
vides further evidence supporting the conclusions of past
studies: namely, that in the remote background atmosphere
away from local sources and sinks where CH4 oxidation is
the prevalent source of CH2O we generally have a good un-
derstanding of CH2O chemistry, despite larger measurement
variance than modeled (Fried et al., 2003b). By contrast,
the systematic discrepancies observed in the boundary layer
over the continental United States, Mexico and the Gulf of
Mexico, suggests that as in past studies, one or many of the
aforementioned issues presented in the Introduction may be
operative.

Figure 9 further examines the boundary layer discrepan-
cies during the 1st phase as a function of geographical loca-
tion. Here the measurements on the hydrocarbon time base
are colored and sized by the measured mixing ratios. To
preserve resolution this scale only extends up to 6000 pptv.
However, there are plumes over the Gulf of Mexico and
over Mexico City that extend up to 14.6 ppbv. It should be
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Fig. 7. Time coincident comparisons on hydrocarbon time base over
the Gulf of Mexico during the 1st phase of INTEX-B. This plot has
the same format as Fig. 5. The combined imprecision limits could
not be determined for the 10–12 km bins (only 1 data point) and the
values for the 8–10 km bins are repeated for that bin.
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Fig. 8. Time coincident comparisons on hydrocarbon time base over
the Pacific Ocean during the 2nd phase of INTEX-B. This plot has
the same format as Figs. 5–7.

noted that these measurements are averaged on the hydrocar-
bon time base, which is typically on the order of 1 min or
more. Peak plume durations, however, are only seconds to
10’s of seconds long, and thus true ambient CH2O mixing
ratios can be significantly higher than those in Fig. 9. For
example, our 1-s measurements indicate that the 14.6 ppbv
Mexico City plume attains values as high as 28.6 ppbv. We
also plot in Fig. 9 the various point VOC emission sources
(sized by their VOC emission rates in tons yr−1) as well
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Fig. 9. Boundary layer (radar altitude<2 km) CH2O TDLAS
measurements on the hydrocarbon time base during 1st phase of
INTEX-B. Mixing ratios (triangles) are colored and sized by their
values. To preserve resolution the mixing ratio scale extends to
only 6 ppbv. Several measurements are greater than this, includ-
ing: (1) a large plume over the Gulf of Mexico (lat. = 20.2, long.
= 264.9, CH2O = 9 ppbv); (2) and numerous points over Mexico
City extending up to CH2O values of 14.6 ppbv. The filled gray
squares show VOC point sources sized by their emission values in
tons yr−1. Measurements, which are grouped into geographic flight
segments (see text), are highlighted by circles. The average and
standard deviation of the measurement/box model ratios for each
flight segment are given adjacent to each circle. The Tampico VOC
emission (latitude = 22.3, longitude = 262.2) is 27 700 tons yr−1,
which is more than the sum of the largest 78 Mexico City VOC
emissions (sum = 27 024 tons yr−1).

as average measurement/model ratios and standard devia-
tions for various geographic flight segments (data close in
time and geographic location) highlighted in circles. It is
useful to keep in mind that the median value for the com-
bined estimated measurement-model ratio uncertainty in the
boundary layer is 0.13, and thus many of the averaged ratios
over these domains are systematically high. As discussed in
Appendix A, the combined measurement-model uncertainty
(measurement precision combined with the model constraint
uncertainty) for both the differences and ratios are calculated
for every comparison point on the hydrocarbon time base.

Over Mexico City and Monterrey, the averaged flight seg-
ment measurement/model ratios in the boundary layer are
1.2 while the ratios over the Gulf are primarily in the 1.2
to 1.4 range; indicating small to modest model underesti-
mates on average over these regions. Near the largest VOC
emission sources northeast of Mexico City and over Western
Alabama (several h downwind of a large power plant), the
flight segment ratios are in the 1.6 to 1.9 range; indicating
larger model underestimates. By contrast, over parts of Texas
and the Pacific Ocean side of Mexico the ratios are closer to
unity. Although Fig. 9 provides a general sense where larger

measurement-model discrepancies are observed, it does not
provide further information regarding the cause of such dis-
crepancies other than the fact that the largest discrepancies
do not in general correlate with the highest CH2O mixing
ratios. In fact, the measurement-model ratios of Fig. 10
show more clearly that better agreement tends to be obtained
at higher ambient CH2O mixing ratios. This plot displays
the median and averaged measurement-model ratios binned
by model values for both the boundary layer (colored filled
points) and outside the boundary layer (open black circles).
In the boundary layer the medians are colored and sized by
the median alkene production percentage from the model,
and the numbers next to each point represent the number of
points in the bin (top number) and the binned median photo-
chemical age (bottom number). The photochemical age was
determined from the ratio of 2-butyl nitrate to butane, as dis-
cussed by Bertman et al. (1995) and Perring et al. (2010).
This age determination will hereafter be referred to as butane
time or photochemical age. In these age calculations, we
employ the instantaneous measured DC-8 OH mixing ratios
using the laser induced fluorescence technique (Ren et al.,
2008; Mao et al., 2009). Although there is more uncertainty
in the precise photochemical age for more aged air using in-
stantaneous OH values, this procedure still yields correct rel-
ative ages. The gray shaded region represents the median for
the combined measurement (random uncertainty) andmodel
constraint uncertaintyat the 2σ limits in the CH2O ratio for
the boundary layer (±13 %), as discussed previously. Binned
values inside this band fall within the expected uncertainty
limits.

As Fig. 10 shows, the median boundary layer
measurement-model ratios in the lowest four model
mixing ratio bins (0 to 2000 pptv) yield high values extend-
ing from 1.28 to 1.46, and these fall outside the described
uncertainty limits. Although not shown, the first four model
bins yield median (measurement-model) differences in
the point-to-point comparisons from 164 pptv to 517 pptv.
The alkene production percentage extends from 4 to 20 %
for these points while the binned median photochemical
age ranges between 42 and 14 h. The 3 highest model
binned non-boundary layer points (500–2000 pptv) show
discrepancies comparable to those in boundary layer and
this is to be expected since the binned median altitudes for
these points, which are primarily over the Gulf of Mexico
and Mexico, (radar altitudes of 2.4 to 2.8 km) are all close
to our 2 km boundary layer cutoff and∼60 % of these
comparisons are from outflow events from the Mexico
City boundary layer (to be discussed); Figs. 5–7 further
show that measurement-model discrepancies over these
two regions are actually observed over a range of altitudes
below and slightly above our 2 km boundary layer cutoff.
By contrast, the 5 lowest model non-boundary layer binned
points spanning the 0 to 500 pptv range yield measurement-
model agreement to within 13 % (median radar altitudes
are all above 3 km) and only 7 % of these comparisons
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Fig. 10. TDLAS measurement/model ratios for all locations during
first phase on hydrocarbon time base (HC TB) binned by model
values as a function of model values. Each point displays the bin
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bin (bars), and the median ratio (circles). The filled colored points
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by the bin median alkene production percentage of CH2O from the
model. The number of data points in each bin is given by the top
number next to each point while the bottom number represents the
binned median value for the photochemical age determined from the
ratio of 2-butyl nitrate to butane (see Perring et al., 2010) employing
the instantaneous measured OH concentrations. The gray shaded
region represents the median for the combined measurement and
model 2σ uncertainty limits (±13 %) in the boundary layer.

are from Mexico City boundary layer outflow events. The
3rd model non-boundary layer point spanning the 200 to
300-pptv range yields agreement (median bin ratio = 1.06,
N = 32, median radar altitude = 3.3 km) while its boundary
layer counterpart spanning the 0 to 500 pptv shows a large
measurement-model discrepancy (median bin ratio = 1.46,
N = 25, median radar altitude = 1.3 km). It is thus apparent
that the higher altitude binned data outside the boundary
layer reflects entirely different behavior than within the
boundary layer. It is interesting to note that the boundary
layer discrepancies observed here with ambient CH2O
mixing ratios starting at values around 250 to 500 pptv are
consistent with our TRACE-P (Fried et al., 2003b) and
INTEX-NA (Fried et al., 2008a) results; in these cases
discrepancies were observed when binned model values
exceeded mixing ratios of∼350 pptv.

However, as Fig. 10 suggests, there are additional factors
at play when ambient CH2O mixing ratios exceed∼2 ppbv;
here median binned alkene CH2O production percentages in-
crease to values greater than 28 % and median processing
times are less than 6 h. Although methane oxidation domi-
nates CH2O production in the boundary layer for the 4 lowest
mixing ratio bins, production from alkenes and RCO3-type

compounds (PAN and higher acetyl peroxy compounds) be-
comes dominant in the model for the six highest mixing ratio
bins. The observed alkene sources of CH2O, which are com-
prised of ethene, propene, isoprene, 1-butene, trans-2-butene,
cis-2-butene, and 1,3-butadiene, is dominated in all cases by
CH2O production from ethene. Starting at the 5th boundary
layer model bin (model midpoint = 2250 pptv) and extending
to the highest model mixing ratio bin, over 80 % of the alkene
production of CH2O originates from ethene. This is consis-
tent with the ground-based measurements reported by Apel et
al. (2010) at the T0 site where ethene was found to comprise
65 % of the total alkenes listed above on a 24-h basis through-
out the month of March. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the six
highest model bins result in measurement-model ratios near
or within the uncertainty band, and under these conditions
the observations included as model inputs appear to accu-
rately represent the dominant ambient chemistry that controls
CH2O production. However, a closer look shows that for the
highest model bin, the model slightly overpredicts the obser-
vations by up to 18 %. This suggests that very close to large
sources of non-methane-hydrocarbons, NMHCs, (primarily
ethene), the model’s diurnal steady state assumption appears
to be inadequate, resulting in significant overpredictions of
CH2O generated from ethene. While the steady state model
is not expected to be able to accurately calculate CH2O under
non-steady-state conditions, it is instructive to examine the
non-steady-state influences in closer detail. Further down-
wind of pollution sources, where the fast-reacting ethene has
largely decayed away, the model underpredicts the observed
CH2O. Thus, in the vicinity of high ethene sources, non-
steady state conditions can result in different measurement-
model behavior depending upon the processing time, and this
will be further discussed in the next section. At low mixing
ratios, by contrast, the measurement/model ratios of Fig. 10
suggest the influence of the other effects raised in the In-
troduction. These effects are apparently masked when fast
CH2O production from ethene and RCO3-type compounds
(PAN and higher acetyl peroxyl compounds) becomes domi-
nant in the vicinity of fresh plumes.

Considering only points with low contributions to total
CH2O production from ethene (production<12 %), the av-
erage and median measurement/model ratio of∼1.2 pre-
viously discussed in connection with Fig. 9 in the Mex-
ico City boundary layer reduces to 0.96. Although this re-
stricted comparison is based on only 10 points, it indicates
that the model accurately reproduces the observations in the
boundary layer over Mexico City and that unmeasured hy-
drocarbons and direct CH2O emissions from vehicle traf-
fic have minimal effect on the predicted CH2O in this case.
Although this appears to contradict our earlier findings in
connection with Fig. 6, the discussion of the temporal be-
havior of CH2O in the next section will shed more light
on this topic. The reduced importance of vehicular traffic
on our CH2O observations can only come about if the ob-
served CH2O over the city is primarily from oxidation of
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CH2O precursors, as the model does not include direct CH2O
emission sources. This is consistent with the fact that lo-
cal sampling times for DC-8 overflights in the Mexico City
boundary layer took place outside of rush hour time peri-
ods (11:29–14:20 on Monday–Saturday), when source ap-
portionment studies find∼80 to 99 % of ambient CH2O is
from secondary sources (Garcia et al., 2006; Volkamer et al.,
2010). The importance of secondary CH2O is further cor-
roborated from our fast (1-s) CH2O correlations with CO2,
which produce regression slopes with factors of 3–4 times
higher than those measured by Herndon et al. (2005) dur-
ing ground-based vehicular traffic (“vehicle chase”) studies
in Mexico City. We can further use the median photochem-
ical age as well as the median CH2O lifetime to eliminate
the possibility that direct CH2O emissions are responsible for
most of the measurement-model disparities in the four low-
est boundary layer bins of Fig. 10. In these bins, 91 % of the
comparisons were either over the Gulf of Mexico (54 %) or
over continental Mexico and/or the United States (37 %) out-
side of major urban centers. The median photochemical age
was at least 14.8 h for these points, which when compared
to a median CH2O lifetime of 2.4 h indicates that any direct
CH2O emissions would have decayed to values well below
the observed discrepancies (less than 0.2 % of primary emis-
sion remaining). We will return to discussion of the boundary
layer discrepancies of Fig. 10 for mixing ratios<2 ppbv af-
ter we discuss the temporal behavior of fresh boundary layer
plumes with much higher mixing ratios.

At typical DC-8 overpass times over the City, the photoly-
sis of secondary VOC oxidation products including CH2O is
responsible for∼52 % of overall HOx production (Volkamer
et al., 2010), and for an even higher percentage on a daytime
average basis (Dusanter et al., 2009; Volkamer et al., 2010).
Primary emissions of CH2O (Herndon et al., 2005; Garcia et
al., 2006) are most relevant to sustain photochemical activity
in the mid-morning (Lei et al., 2009; Volkamer et al., 2010),
but become dominated by secondary CH2O sources over ag-
ing time scales of few hours (Garcia et al., 2006; Volkamer
et al., 2010). This emphasizes the relevance of secondary
sources of pollution to sustain the production of ozone and
SOA already in the chemical near field over Mexico City.

5 Temporal behavior of CH2O in fresh boundary layer
plumes

The temporal behavior of CH2O observations in fresh bound-
ary layer plumes in the presence of high ethene mixing ra-
tios and where precursor values are rapidly changing cannot
be adequately reproduced using diurnal steady state (DSS)
modeling assumptions. However, an examination of the in-
adequacies of such a modeling approach can highlight domi-
nant processes leading to CH2O production in such environ-
ments. As will be shown, the DSS box model systematically
overestimates observations of CH2O in plumes very close to

emission sources high in ethene. The DSS assumption con-
strains values of ethene to the instantaneous observed value
at the time of the DC-8 measurement and assumes this value
throughout the model day, resulting in model overestimates
of CH2O. At sustained very high ethene concentrations, the
model will significantly overestimate concentrations of prod-
uct species with moderate lifetimes, such as acetaldehyde
and higher aldehydes. In essence, it takes a finite amount
of time for the model to properlyspin-up. As the plume age
approaches the ethene lifetime (around 3–7 h over Mexico
City), the model starts to underestimate the observations of
CH2O. This latter effect is a result of another perturbation
due to non-steady-state conditions: namely, it reflects the fact
that the instantaneous measurement of ethene used in the box
model does not account for the temporal history of CH2O re-
cently produced by the rapidly decaying ethene. For interme-
diate processing times close to the CH2O lifetime one would
expect the measurement-model to cross the value of one.

Figure 11a displays one such example of the temporal de-
pendence of the CH2O measurement/model relationship due
to ethene for various plume ages. This figure shows a time se-
ries plot of the CH2O measurements and model results along
with corresponding 2σ uncertainty limits. These data were
acquired over the center of Mexico City on 16 March 2006
where back trajectory analysis indicated that the sampled air
at the peak mixing ratio was approximately 2 h downwind
of two of the largest VOC emission sources in the center of
the city (a facility that manufactures industrial food packag-
ing and one that makes polyester additives). Some of the
points in Fig. 11a comprise points in the highest model bins
of Fig. 10. We designate above each point in Fig. 11a the
measurement/model ratio and the photochemical age. It is
important to note that the 2.2-h age from this analysis is in
agreement with back trajectory analysis (see Martin et al.,
2003 for a discussion of this approach). The CH2O observa-
tions in Fig. 11a are also colored and sized by the ethene pro-
duction percentage from the box model. The behavior in this
figure, with a few exceptions, is in line with the expectations
discussed above. Figure 11b better displays this behavior for
these same points by plotting the measurement/model ratio as
a function of photochemical age. The 15 points most influ-
enced by CH2O production from ethene (photochemical age
≤6.1 h and ethene production percentage≥12 %, N = 15)
are emphasized by their color and size and are fit using a 3-
term polynomial shown in blue (Profile 1). A linear fit, which
would be equally valid, yields essentially the same behav-
ior with some small differences. Boundary layer flight legs
over central Mexico City on other days are very similar with
only slightly different shapes and intercepts, dictated by the
ethene and CH2O lifetimes.

The red curves in this figure represent results from an
exercise that tests the box model steady state assumption
against output from a Lagrangian model that simulates non-
steady state chemistry in a plume with rapidly decaying
ethene. The Lagrangian model was initialized using values
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Fig. 11a. TDLAS measurement and model time series on the hy-
drocarbon time base during a flight segment in the boundary layer
over the central part of Mexico City on 16 March 2006 downwind
of two large VOC emitting facilities. The 2σ measurement and
model uncertainties are shown with each data point by the error bars
(the measurement error bars are smaller than each point size). The
measurements are colored and sized by the ethene production per-
centage from the box model. The numbers above each comparison
point represent the measurement/model ratio (upper number) and
the photochemical age (PC Age, hours) derived from the ratio of
2-butyl nitrate to butane (Bertman et al., 1995; Perring et al., 2010)
employing instantaneous measured OH concentrations on the DC-
8. The solid black line shows the radar altitude (right hand y-axis).

observed on the DC8, and then a “pulse” of NMHCs was
introduced to simulate an emission source. The chemistry
was allowed to evolve in a Lagrangian, time-dependent fash-
ion with all model constraints relaxed. The calculations as-
sumed a concurrent “pulse” of NOx and various NOx mix-
ing ratios from 0 to 25 ppbv were assumed. The “pulse”
value of NMHCs was set equal to their observed values at
the peak of Fig. 11a (ethene (8.8 ppbv), isoprene (53 pptv),
and other alkenes (1360 pptv)) on 16 March 2006 and were
introduced into the model in the morning at sunrise. Out-
put from the Lagrangian model was then taken at various
times, and fed into the steady-state box model to test the
fidelity of the steady-state approach under various plume-
processing times. The ratio of the Lagrangian to steady state
box model CH2O is plotted as a function of these processing
times on the same axis as the measurement-model compar-
isons. The Lagrangian-to-steady state ratios serve as a proxy
for the measurement/model ratios in indicating the influence
of non-steady-state conditions. The spread in these results,
given by the red bounds for the two curves, represent the
maximum and minimum in these calculations for the vari-
ous NOx scenarios. This plot simulates the behavior of the
box model in calculating CH2O when sampling a large time
dependent ethene plume in the near-field, in this case from
factory sources. Only slightly different behavior is observed
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Fig. 11b. TDLAS measurement/model ratios as a function of pho-
tochemical age for the same data shown in Fig. 11a (16 March
2006), which are colored and sized by the ethene production per-
centage. The error bars are the combined 2σ measurement-model
imprecision limits. The blue curve (Profile 1) is a 3-term polyno-
mial regression fit of 15 data points (photochemical age≤6.1 h and
ethene production percentage≥12 %). The red profiles display the
expected behavior of the box model using a Lagrangian model to
simulate the time dependent behavior due to various VOC emis-
sions in the morning (see text) in the presence of variable NOx (0 to
25 ppbv). The ratio of the Lagrangian to box model CH2O is plot-
ted as a function of photochemical age. At processing times longer
than∼6 h and/or lower ethene emission percentages, other sources
of CH2O become dominant and these are displayed by the inset,
which utilizes the same axes as the main plot. A linear fit of the
inset points yields: intercept = 1.35± 0.1, slope =−0.002,r2 of
0.02.

when the ethene spike is introduced at different times of the
day. We designate the bounded red curves as Profile 2.

Although there are clear differences between the two pro-
files, there are also some important similarities. At zero
processing time, the simulations of Profile 2 span the Y-
intercept value of Profile 1 (0.26± 0.47), and the photo-
chemical age where 1:1 measurement/model agreement is
obtained in Profile 1 (∼2.0 h) is spanned by the range of val-
ues from Profile 2. In fact, we observe the expected mea-
sured/model CH2O behavior as a result of non-steady-state
conditions out to∼4 h of processing with ratios approaching
1.6. Thus, in fresh ethene dominated plumes one must rec-
ognize such time-dependent behavior where one can obtain
steady-state model overestimations, underestimations, and
agreement with the observations depending upon the pro-
cessing time. Although the curvature will be different for
different alkene emission rates, one should expect very sim-
ilar behavior to Fig. 11b. This behavior explains the mea-
surement/model ratios for the largest 6 model bins of Fig. 10
as a result of non-steady state conditions. At processing
times longer than∼4 h, the two profiles of Fig. 11b show
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differences; here the observations to box model ratios con-
tinue to rise compared to the Lagrangian time dependent sim-
ulations, which level off and start to decay as the influence of
fast reacting alkenes abates. These differences most likely re-
flect the additional influence of dilution, additional hydrocar-
bon sources of CH2O, which become more important as the
plume ages, and the imperfect atmospheric simulation here
using the simple Lagrangian model. Although not as obvious
as the 15 points in Fig. 11b, the effects of ethene are still seen
in the Lagrangian/box model simulations out to processing
times as long as∼12 h for these simulations (ethene lifetime
here = 6.8 h). At much longer processing times and/or low
ethene production contributions, as shown by the inset and
the additional 5 points of Fig. 11b (the 5 points with very
low ethene production percentages that do not fall within the
confines of Profile 2), the effects of ethene are no longer evi-
dent for this 16 March plume.

6 Mexico City outflow and evidence for unmeasured
hydrocarbons and multi-generation CH2O oxidation
processes

Thus, although we can explain the CH2O TDLAS
measurement-model relationships as an artifact of the steady
state assumption for short transport times where ethene pro-
duction dominates, this cannot explain the boundary layer
behavior of Figs. 9–11 whenever the transport times exceed
∼8 h and where other sources of CH2O other than ethene
may dominate. Many of the Gulf boundary layer legs of
Fig. 9 are examples of this and Fig. 10 further hints at the
importance of photochemical age. In this section we focus
our discussion on Mexico City outflow events in order to fur-
ther examine CH2O measurement-model relationships as a
function of plume age. In addition to showing the influence
of Mexico City emissions on CH2O budgets and hence on
HOx radical budgets downwind, this analysis also attempts
to elucidate the production mechanisms of CH2O in an aging
plume when the non steady-state influences of local sources
are minimized. Although we can carry out this same anal-
ysis for all boundary layer plumes, including the myriad of
plumes originating from Gulf oil platforms and production
facilities, restricting this to Mexico City boundary layer out-
flow plumes has two main advantages: (1) the input hydro-
carbons are better characterized since we have available the
Mexico City network of fully instrumented sampling sites
(T0, T1, andT2) as further discussed by Apel et al. (2010),
and (2) the characteristics of these outflow plumes can be
further explored to ensure that fresh local pollution sources
do not have large impacts on the plume composition as the
plume ages. Although individual outflow comparison points
can indeed be affected by such local sources, the binning pro-
cedure on average reduces such influence.

Mexico City plumes were identified using the same ap-
proach as Perring et al. (2010). In this case we employed

the official 1-min merged data set instead of the merge on
the hydrocarbon time base. As discussed by Perring et
al. (2010), back trajectories were used to select data that
passed within∼100 miles (1.5 degrees) of theT0 sam-
pling site in the center of Mexico City at pressures higher
than 680 mb, which corresponds to an elevation of∼1 km
above the ground over Mexico City (Mexico City elevation
is 2240 m and the typical surface pressure is∼770 mb). Of
the 422 time periods identified by Perring, 262 time pe-
riods had simultaneous CH2O TDLAS measurements and
model results where there were also calculations of photo-
chemical age. In these calculations a diurnally averaged OH
concentration of 3× 106 molecules cm−3 was assumed. Fig-
ure 12 depicts DC-8 intercepts of these outflow events col-
ored and sized by the photochemical age, with the Mexico
City area considered highlighted in the square. The majority
of these plume outflows (69 %) were intercepted by the DC-8
at radar altitudes≤2 km. Like Fig. 9, the solid gray squares
show VOC point sources sized by their emission values in
tons yr−1. Many of these plume intercepts and/or their back
trajectories did not pass near these sources.

Figure 13 shows the resulting CH2O measurement and
model behavior for these Mexico City outflow plumes as a
function of photochemical age. Although there is some un-
certainty in the photochemical age clock due to a number
of causes (assuming a single diurnally averaged OH mix-
ing ratio to represent processing over different time scales,
neglecting the effects of dilution on the OH mixing ratios
as the plume ages, and resetting of the photochemical clock
as a result of mixing in air masses with different butyl ni-
trate to butane time histories), Perring et al. (2010) find that
the photochemical ages in the first two days are similar to
transport times calculated from observed wind speeds. Em-
ploying back trajectories for these same Mexico City outflow
events, we find similar general agreement: back trajectory
times agree with the photochemical age to within±5 h for
butane times between 7.5 and 32.5 h. At shorter times there
is ambiguity in the back trajectory determination of air mass
origin relative to the butane clock since we do not have a
precise location for the start of the butane clock. At longer
times the butane times appear to be influenced by local in-
puts, which reset the butane time to lower values. The discus-
sion, which follows, will primarily focus on outflow events
in the above time range.

Figure 13 displays the fractional enhancement over back-
ground for CH2O measurements, box model values, and CO
for various plume age bins. This plot, which is similar to that
displayed by Perring et al. (2010) for various species, shows
the growth of CH2O relative to CO as the plume ages. The
fractional enhancement (FE) for each is calculated from:

FE= (X−Xbkg)/(Xinital −Xbkg) (1)

Here X represents the mixing ratios for each point
where there were CH2O measurements (or CO measure-
ments), model values, and age determinations;Xbkg are the
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background concentrations observed at the longest photo-
chemical times over the Gulf ([CH2O]TDLAS meas= 572 pptv,
[CH2O]model = 522 pptv, and [CO] = 113 ppbv); and
Xinital are the values observed over Mexico City
([CH2O]TDLAS meas= 7793 pptv, [CH2O]model= 7211 pptv,
and [CO] = 600 ppbv). Fractional enhancements were
calculated for each point and the age binned medians values
are shown in Fig. 13. This approach allows one to plot
all species on the same vertical axis, with all initial values
starting at∼1 and decaying to 0 with time. The decay in CO
here primarily reflects dilution as the plume ages, whereas
the CH2O profiles reflect photochemical loss (reaction with
OH and photolysis), dilution, and production as the plume
ages. As can be seen, both TDLAS measured and modeled
CH2O show net production relative to CO, which persists
as long as∼1 day downwind. In the case of box model
CH2O, this extra production can only arise from CH2O
precursors at the time of measurement. Median CH2O
production percentages from the model are: CH4 (46 %),
PAN and higher acetyl peroxy compounds (18 %), methanol
(8 %), MHP (7 %) and ethene (6 %) for these air masses.
All other precursor contributions are less than 2 %. The
binned TDLAS CH2O observations, which are higher than
both the modeled values and CO dilution, reflect additional
production of CH2O in the aging outflow plume that is
not accounted by the above precursors in the box model.
This additional production lasts up to∼2 days, and most
likely reflects additional CH2O production from unmeasured
primary precursors, including multi-generation daughter
species, as well as measured precursors that are not in
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Fig. 13.Fractional enhancement for CH2O TDLAS measurements,
box model values as well as CO observations as a function of the
butane time employing a constant diurnally averaged OH concentra-
tion of 3 × 106 molecules cm−3 based upon Perring et al. (2010).
The fractional enhancements were determined from Eq. (1) in the
text.

steady-state with measured values from the DC-8. Biomass
burning fire plumes, which have been noted in various
Mexico City studies and could have an influence on such
outflow plumes, do not play a significant role in the outflow
events of Fig. 13. According to Kleinman et al. (2008), air
masses have minimal forest fire influence for CH3CN (ppbv)
<0.2 + 0.4× 10−3

∗ [CO] (ppbv). For the present outflow
events, 91 % of the air masses have lower CH3CN mixing
ratios than this.

To examine whether or not longer lived measured CH2O-
precursors could be responsible for the behavior shown in
Fig. 13 during Mexico City outflow events, we employ the
same Lagrangian-steady state analysis used in generating
Fig. 11b. Here a Lagrangian Mexico City outflow plume
(starting at noon) was simulated using input concentrations
from the daytime mean measurements shown in Table 2 of
Apel et al. (2010) along with NOx injections of 20 ppbv and
O3 held constant at 56 ppbv. The steady state box model
sampled a continuously diluting Lagrangian plume at var-
ious times along the simulation. A dilution rate ofkd =

2.78×10−5 s−1 (10 h CO lifetime) was estimated from the
CO decay in Fig. 13 and this was used in the following rela-
tionship to arrive at diluted Lagrangian mixing ratios at every
time step:

X = Xbkg+(X−Xbkg)e
−(time·kd) (2)

As in Eq. (1),Xbkg is the background concentration ob-
served at the longest photochemical time (photochemical
lifetimes>40 h) over the Gulf andX represents the concen-
tration of speciesX resulting from dilution and photochem-
istry at each time step. Figure 14 shows the ratio of the La-
grangian to steady state box model (red line with points) as
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a proxy of the measurement to steady-state box model rela-
tionship averaged over various outflow times. Here measure-
ment/box model ratios in 5-h butane time bins are plotted as
box and whiskers with median ratios highlighted by horizon-
tal lines with blue points and fit using a 4-term polynomial
(blue curve,a+bx +cx2

+dx3). This plot shows enhanced
production of CH2O with plume age, which reaches a maxi-
mum between∼13 and 28 h. Here ratios and differences be-
tween measurements and the simple steady state box model
are as high as 1.7 and 908 pptv, respectively. This plot indeed
reveals additional production of CH2O that is not captured
by the steady state model of about 20 % for time periods as
long as 40–50 h after injection. The species responsible for
this include: higher aldehydes like acetaldehyde and higher
peroxides, which are produced in large amounts at the be-
ginning of the run and decay away much more slowly than
CH2O. Thus, the DSS modeling approach will underestimate
the calculation of these species, which leads to the underesti-
mation of CH2O. It is interesting to note that this additional
20 % of CH2O production is consistent with many of the ge-
ographic flight segment ratios shown in Fig. 9, which show
averaged segment measurement/box model ratios around 1.2.

However, this additional production only accounts for
about 1/3 of the maximum additional CH2O suggested by
the measurements around a photochemical age of 20 h and
does not capture the shape of the measurement-box model
discrepancy shown in Fig. 14. Even after accounting for such
longer-lived precursors in the Lagrangian model approach,
Fig. 14 reveals residual missing CH2O sources in the Mex-
ico City outflow plume.

An analogous calculation was carried out using the online
Leeds Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM version 3.1) to
assess the effects of additional CH2O production from both
measured hydrocarbons and unmeasured hydrocarbons with
and without explicit chemistry involved in multi-generational
production mechanisms. Details regarding the MCM can
be found athttp://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM, and is further de-
scribed by Jenkin et al. (1997, 2003), Saunders et al. (2003),
and Bloss et al. (2005). In contrast to the limited suite of
NMHCs available on the airborne platforms for box model
calculations, the MCM utilizes a more comprehensive suite
of observations from one of the fully instrumented Mexico
City sampling sites atT0. As indicated in Appendix Ta-
ble A3, starting concentrations for the MCM runs were in
most cases derived from 24-h median mixing ratios mea-
sured atT0 by the Blake group at the University of California,
Irvine. In some cases close-in measurements from the C-130,
the DC-8, or their averages were employed and these were
scaled toT0 values using similar reacting compounds. In all
cases where measurements were employed, the “Model Input
Designator” column of Appendix Table A3 lists a1 or 2 des-
ignation. A1 designates that the MCM was initialized using
T0 measurements of that species in the manner just described
and that particular species was also explicitly measured on
the NASA DC-8. Such species were used in constraining the
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Fig. 14. Box and whisker plot for the TDLAS measurement/model
ratio for Mexico City outflow events as a function of the butane
time. The boxes denote the interquartile values, the horizontal lines
with blue circles are the median ratios and the whisker represent
10 and 90 percentiles values. The blue solid profile is an empiri-
cal 4-term polynomial fit of the median Measurement/Box Model
ratios to the butane time while the red line with points represents
a proxy for this ratio based upon the ratio of Lagrangian-to-steady
state predictions (see manuscript for details). The numbers below
each whisker plot denote the number of comparisons in that bin (top
number) and the median point-by-point measurement-model differ-
ences (1) in pptv are denoted by the lower numbers.

NASA box model. A2 in this column indicates the same
MCM source but no DC-8 measurements were available. A
3 in this column designates that the MCM input mixing ratio
was estimated by various methods. In some cases the estima-
tion was from a fit of measured values versus carbon num-
ber for the same compound class as the unknown. In other
cases estimations were based on the concentrations of simi-
lar reacting compounds. It should be noted that many of the
secondary species designated by 2’s and 3’s, such as higher
aldehydes and nitrates, are calculated by the NASA Lang-
ley box model based on the chemical production due to the
observed parent NMHCs designated by 1 s. So while these
species are not constrained to the observed values, which re-
flect production from the full suite of NMHCs, their impact
on CH2O formation is not neglected in the NASA box model.
These designations were designed to elucidate the potentially
important NMHC species that should be measured in future
airborne campaigns when studying CH2O production.

The MCM explicitly follows the products from the degra-
dation of 124 VOCs by OH, O3, and NO3. Photolysis
of relevant species (e.g. aldehydes) is also explicitly cal-
culated. The mechanism produces a variety of free rad-
ical species (peroxy, oxy, and Criegee) that interact with
each other and with the other oxidants. This leads to the
production of many species, some of which have primary
emissions (simple alcohols, aldehydes and ketones), but also
those that are only formed in the atmosphere via multistep
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processes (multifunctional carbonyls, nitrates, peroxy ni-
trates, hydroperoxides, and carboxylic acids). While not all
reactions of these species have been directly measured in
the laboratory, the MCM makes use of available data to de-
fine rules to construct kinetic and mechanistic details for all
species. In order to keep the mechanism to a manageable
size, a few simplifications are made. Products from the attack
of OH on many of the VOCs are ignored when the channel
has a low probability of occurrence. Permutation reactions
of a given RO2 radical are represented by a single parameter-
ized reaction. Other minor processes are ignored if it is as-
sessed that their contribution to the degradation of the VOC
is relatively unimportant. As implemented, the mechanism
has more than 13 000 reactions and more than 4400 non-
radical species. In addition, there are nearly 1000 peroxy
radical species and more than 1000 alkoxy radical species.
There are 290 CH2O source reactions and 4 loss reactions.
As can be seen by the input concentrations in Appendix Ta-
ble A3, there is a large potential for significant CH2O pro-
duction from secondary species that are unconstrained by air-
craft observations. Among these are multifunctional species
such as those generated from the attack of OH on alkenes
(hydroxyl-carbonyls), hydroperoxides produced from RO2
reaction with HO2, and PAN-like species from substituted
peroxy radical reactions with NO2. Estimation of the po-
tential importance of oxidation of these species to produce
CH2O is the reason for employing the MCM tool.

A dilution rate of kd = 2.5× 10−5 s−1 (a value similar
to that used in the previous Lagrangian runs) was used in
these calculations and this resulted in time dependent CH2O
mixing ratios in 15-min time intervals for 4 different start-
ing times between 00:00 and 18:00 h (00:00, 06:00, 12:00,
18:00). Rather than comparing MCM calculations directly
with measured CH2O mixing ratios, which in addition to di-
lution, input values and comprehensive chemistry, depends
upon accurate knowledge of the 3-D wind fields, we are more
interested here in MCM comparisons using different input
constraints and different scenarios involving the build up and
further reaction of intermediate species. This was imple-
mented by computing ratios involving four different MCM
runs. In the MCM(a) run, all species listed in Table A3
(model input designators #1, #2, and #3) were used to initial-
ize the model and all species were allowed to build up and
react. As this represents the most complete input and chem-
istry, all other runs were compared against MCM(a). In the
MCM(b) run the model was initialized only using the values
of species #1 in Table A3 (species #2 and #3 were initialized
to 0) but all species in the model were allowed to build up
and react. In the MCM(c) run the model was again only ini-
tialized using the values of species #1 in Table A3 but species
#2 and #3 in this table were constrained to 0 throughout the
model run (i.e. these species were initialized to 0 and not al-
lowed to build up and react). In the MCM(ss) run, model run
(a) was used to calculate all the instantaneous CH2O produc-
tion (P ) and destruction terms (D) and steady-state CH2O

mixing ratios were determined from the ratio ofP/D.
The results of the various MCM runs were averaged for

daytime periods (when observations were made) over all
starting times at each reaction time step to arrive at an aver-
age ratio at each 15-min time step. Analogous to the mea-
surement/box model ratios of Fig. 14, the time-dependent
MCM data were fit to a 4-term polynomial for each run.
For ease of reference, Fig. 15 reproduces the binned me-
dian (measurement/box model) polynomial fit as a func-
tion of processing time. This figure also displays the var-
ious MCM profiles. The red profile, which depicts the
MCM(a)/MCM(ss) ratio, shows the non-steady-state contri-
bution. The black profile, which represents the net sum of
three contributions, the effects of non-steady-state, the ef-
fects of not initializing the model with species #2 and #3,
and the effects of not allowing these additional species and
their daughter products to build up and react, is the sum of
the green and red profiles. The non-steady-state component
was included in the black profile in order to directly compare
with the (measured/box model) ratios, which contains this
missing source. The black profile is thus most analogous to
the blue (measurement/box model) profile. The gray profile
shows the effects of incomplete model initialization, while
the light blue profile was calculated by taking the difference
of the green and gray profiles and depicts the impact of not
allowing species #2 and #3 and hence their daughter products
to build up and react.

While there are some differences between the (mea-
sured/box model) blue profile and the black MCM profile
that encompasses the three CH2O contributions just dis-
cussed, the major features are remarkably similar. Both pro-
files display a sharp increase with processing time that peaks
around 20–22 h and have peak ratios within 5 % of one an-
other. This suggests that the three contributions just dis-
cussed all play important roles when calculating CH2O mix-
ing ratios in the Mexico City outflow. At∼20 h of process-
ing, Fig. 15 shows the following discrepancies relative to the
full MCM(a) run: ∼19 % assuming steady-state (red profile),
8 % by initializing the model only using the DC-8 observa-
tions (gray profile), and∼18.5 % by not allowing reactive in-
termediates to build up (i.e. the influence of multi-generation
hydrocarbon oxidation processing as depicted by the light
blue profile). Ignoring the effects of dilution in these cal-
culations changes the results (using ratios from the various
runs) by less than 4 %.

Inspection of the black profile in Fig. 15 reveals that its
shape at short to intermediate processing times (0 to∼30 h) is
primarily dictated by the non-steady-state component while
at longer times the influence of multi-generation hydrocar-
bon oxidation processing and input constraints become more
important. As can be seen these latter two influences do not
properly capture the shape exhibited by the blue profile at
times longer than∼30 h, and the reasons for this need to be
further investigated. In fact, the shape of the non-steady-
state red profile better matches the shape of the blue profile
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Fig. 15. 4-Term polynomial fits for various ratios as a function of
processing time. The blue profile is the fit of the bin median (mea-
surement/box model) ratio shown in Fig. 14 versus the butane time.
The remaining profiles (black, green, red, light blue, and gray) are
fits for the ratio of the Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM) using
the complete chemistry of runa relative to MCM runs using vari-
ous inputs versus processing time. In the MCM(a) run, all species
in Table A3 were used to initialize the model and all species were
allowed to build up and react. In the MCM(b) the model was initial-
ized only using the values of species #1 in Table A3 but all species
in the model were allowed to build up and react. In MCM(c) run
the model was again only initialized using the values of species #1
in Table A3 but species #2 and #3 in this table were constrained to
0 throughout the model run (i.e. these species were not allowed to
build up and react). The red MCM(a)/MCM(ss) profile was calcu-
lated using all the species in Table A3 by applying the steady-state
assumption in the denominator. The black profile, which represents
the net sum of three contributions, the effects of non-steady-state,
the effects of not initializing the model with species #2 and #3, and
the effects of not allowing these additional species and their daugh-
ter products to build up, is the sum of the green and red profiles. The
gray profile shows the effects of incomplete model initialization,
while the light blue profile was calculated by taking the difference
of the green and gray profiles and depicts the impact of not allowing
species #2 & #3, and hence their daughter products to build up.

at such longer times. It is also interesting to note that the
peak value of∼19 % in this profile is very similar to the ad-
ditional 20 % non-steady-state production of CH2O shown in
Fig. 14. However, the two shapes are different.

The same MCM runs that produced the black profile in
Fig. 15 were further examined to identify the major species
responsible for producing the extra CH2O not accounted for
in the less complete MCM runs. Seven major species were
identified, and their dependence on transport time is shown in
Fig. 16. This figure only includes the reactive intermediates
that produce CH2O and not the starting parent species for
which the MCM was initialized. As can be seen, the 7 major
missing CH2O precursors are multiply-substituted second-
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Fig. 16. The 7 major species responsible for producing the
CH2O that is not accounted for when constraining species #2 &
#3 in Table A3 to 0 throughout the model run (green profile of
Fig. 15). These species are multiply-substituted second-and higher-
generational products of species for which the MCM was initial-
ized.

and higher-generational products, with the largest contribu-
tion in many cases from methylglyoxal. In the 15 to 20 h bin,
∼51 % of the missing CH2O source in the MCM(a)/MCM(c)
ratio originates from methylglyoxal.

The above results imply that inaccuracies in model calcu-
lations for secondary species such as aldehydes like methyl-
glyoxal have the potential to significantly contribute to in-
accuracies in calculations of CH2O in a complex mixture
of hydrocarbons such as that found in the outflow of Mex-
ico City. Accurate observations of these higher aldehydes to
verify model predictions of these species would be a valu-
able addition to the typical suite of measurements available
for airborne campaigns. Although we have shown the im-
portance of incorporating explicit chemical mechanisms that
involve multi-generation hydrocarbon processing and a com-
prehensive suite of measurements in such complex regimes,
results of this study do not directly test differences between
explicit and lumped mechanisms, such as employed in the
MCM and box model calculations, respectively. Such head-
to-head comparisons will be the topic of another paper.

In contrast to the behavior above, additional sources of OH
above pristine forested regions dominated by isoprene emis-
sions in the Amazon (Lelieveld, et al., 2008 and references
therein) boundary layer and over a South-East Asian tropical
rainforest (Stone et al., 2011) have been reported. Traditional
isoprene models for these regions significantly underestimate
observations of OH and this has led Peeters et al. (2009),
Lelieveld et al. (2008), Stone et al. (2011) and Crounse et
al. (2011) among others to propose new HOx radical regen-
eration mechanisms during isoprene oxidation under low NO
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mixing ratios (≤20 pptv). To investigate the importance of
such chemistry in the present Mexico City outflow plumes
where NO mixing ratios were factors of 3.5 to 10 higher, we
included these HOx recycling mechanisms in an additional
MCM run. Negligible additional CH2O was produced from
these reactions.

7 Summary and conclusions

A detailed investigation of CH2O measurements acquired
by tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy and steady
state box model calculations using data from the INTEX-
B/MILAGRO campaign in 2006 reveals the presence of ad-
ditional factors that must be taken into account when car-
rying out such comparisons in the boundary layer and/or
within ∼2 days of very large emission sources such as those
from megacities. Detailed comparisons indicate large dis-
crepancies, primarily in the 0–2 km (radar altitude) bound-
ary layer, that can neither be explained by: timing errors be-
tween measurements and model inputs; combined measure-
ment and box model uncertainty limits; errors in kinetic rate
constants and branching ratios; or systematic measurement
interferences.

Close to large emission sources of fast reacting alkenes
like ethene, measurement-steady-state box model CH2O
comparisons need to take into account processing times
in order for such comparisons to make sense. In this
study using processing times based on the ratio of 2-butyl
nitrate to butane employing measured OH mixing ratios,
measurement/steady-state box model ratios are in reasonable
agreement out to processing times of∼4 to 6 h only when the
CH2O temporal dependence is taken into account. Depend-
ing upon the exact processing time and lifetimes of CH2O
and the alkene, one can expect model overestimations (factor
of ∼2), underestimations (factor of∼1.6), or exact agree-
ment with measurements.

This analysis further shows that at longer processing times
during Mexico City outflow events, binned median measure-
ment/steady state box model ratios indicate influences from
non-steady-state conditions. The ratios show discrepancies
as large as 1.7 and 908 pptv for the binned ratios and differ-
ences, respectively, for processing times of 10–30 h. Approx-
imately one-third of these discrepancies can be accounted for
using an analysis where Lagrangian outflow model calcula-
tions, employing typical VOC mixing ratios observed over
Mexico City, are sampled by the steady-state box model. La-
grangian/box model ratios up to 1.2 were observed for up to
40–50 h in this analysis. Aldehydes like acetaldehyde and
higher peroxides, which are produced in large amounts at
the beginning of the run and decay away much more slowly
than CH2O, are responsible for this∼20 % non-steady state
discrepancy. Such a value is consistent with discrepancies
observed for many of the geographically averaged flight seg-
ments over the Gulf in the boundary layer. Further analysis

using the Leeds Master Chemical Mechanism to simulate the
full suite of chemical reactions using both measured NMHCs
and an estimate of a mix of unmeasured hydrocarbons during
this study indicates that unmeasured VOCs, including those
from multi-generation oxidation processes, have the poten-
tial to influence CH2O concentrations for up to two days
of processing and this can account for the majority of the
measurement-modeling discrepancy observed during Mex-
ico City outflow events. The maximum effect occurs at pro-
cessing times between 18 and 22 h, with the largest contri-
bution coming from methylglyoxal, which was not measured
on the DC-8 during this campaign.

Although simplified steady-state box model calculations
accurately simulate CH2O observations in many cases, we
have presented in this study a possible scenario by which
multi-generation CH2O production can explain observed and
calculated CH2O mixing ratios outside immediate emis-
sion regions. This, together with the other aforementioned
steady-state issues, further suggest that more a comprehen-
sive chemical mechanism involving explicit chemistry as
well as a more comprehensive suite of input species may
be required to accurately simulate CH2O observations 1 to 2
days old where the input air has been influenced by very large
hydrocarbon emission sources, such as those from megaci-
ties. The role of OH recycling in this regime was found to
be negligible. Although this study shows the importance of
erroneous and/or incomplete chemistry due to higher gener-
ation reaction intermediates as a potential additional source
of model systematic uncertainty, this more difficult source to
quantify was not included in our present systematic analy-
sis. Although it is hard to state with certainty if these causes
were also responsible for the boundary layer discrepancies
we have observed in certain locations in other studies and
observed in this study in the boundary layer over the Gulf of
Mexico, Mexico, and over parts of the United States, these
must be strongly considered as likely possibilities. The vari-
ous modeling runs highlight the potential importance of var-
ious dicarbonyls and hydroxy-carbonyls in generating CH2O
about two days downwind of large emission sources and that
future airborne CH2O measurement-box model comparisons
should include measurements of these species, particularly
methylglyoxal and 3-hyroxypropanal. Efforts are currently
underway to identify the starting parent species for the var-
ious reactive intermediates, and this will be the subject of a
future publication. In addition, such a future paper will pro-
vide a more definitive direct comparison of explicit chemical
mechanisms relative to lumped schemes.

The results of this study must also be considered when
apportioning CH2O into primary and secondary production
sources for effective ozone control strategies, as exempli-
fied by Garcia et al. (2006) and Rappenglück et al. (2010
and reference therein). The additional significant 1 to 2-
day old CH2O production we hypothesize here could also
be responsible for a large part of the “residual unaccounted
CH2O” deduced from such studies, particularly if the outflow
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re-circulates over the source region. In these studies, such
CH2O represents the amount that could neither be assigned
to primary or secondary production sources. Over Mexico
City in the spring of 2003, Garcia et al. (2006) deduced that
up to 21 % of the observed CH2O (or 2 ppbv) falls into this
category, and pointed out that such “unaccounted” CH2O
tends to correlate with higher temperatures and higher ozone
in the metropolitan area. The results of the present study
add independent support to this conclusion, and indicate that
such “residual CH2O” indeed falls within the secondary pro-
duction category.

Appendix A

Overview of measurement and box model approaches
and uncertainty analysis

A detailed discussion of the TDLAS employed in this work
can be found in Fried et al. (2008a, b) and only a very brief
overview is presented here. The present instrument is es-
sentially the same as that employed during the INTEX-NA
study but with a number of enhancements to the optical sys-
tem to improve mechanical stability, and hence, measure-
ment performance. As previously discussed, CH2O is mea-
sured via absorption spectroscopy using a liquid nitrogen
cooled tunable lead-salt diode laser to selectively probe a
moderately strong and isolated CH2O absorption feature at
3.53-µm (2831.6417 cm−1) employing a multipass Herriott
sampling cell (optical pathlength of 100-m). Ambient mea-
surements were acquired in 1-s increments over time peri-
ods ranging from 30 to 120 s, and this was followed by 15 s
of background zero air acquisition, obtained by overflowing
the inlet with zero air using a commercial Aadco™ zero air
generation system to remove CH2O from the sample stream.
During most of the INTEX-B first phase, the ambient mixing
ratios were sufficiently high compared to backgrounds that
ambient acquisition periods as long as 60 to 120 s were possi-
ble before the acquisition of a new background was required.
During the second phase over the Pacific, the lower ambi-
ent CH2O levels required more frequent background acqui-
sitions every 30 s. In all cases, the time-weighted average of
the background spectra surrounding each ambient period was
subtracted point-by-point from each ambient 1 s spectrum,
and the resultant spectra were fit to a background-subtracted
reference spectrum. The latter was obtained by introducing
a high concentration (∼8 ppbv) CH2O calibration mixture
from a permeation system in zero air approximately every
hour. Further details regarding these calibrations, the inlet,
typical operating conditions, data handling and fitting, zero
air background subtraction, and assessments of measurement
accuracy and limits of detection, can be found in Fried et
al. (2008a) and references therein.

Enhanced measurement performance was achieved in this
study by mechanical stabilizing three critical system optical

Table A1. DC-8 (TDLAS) and ground-based (Hantzsch) compar-
isons of ambient CH2O over Mexico City. The distance is the air-
craft distance to the site and the altitude is the height above ground
from the aircraft radar. The mixing ratios are in ppbv.

Ground Date/Time Distance Altitude [CH2O] [CH2O]
Site (GMT) (km) (km) Hantzsch TDLAS

Tenago 3/12/06 22:28:01 4 0.32 8.070 7.752
T1 3/11/06 20:22:34 6.2 0.28 5.440 5.189

Table A2a. C-130 (DFG) and ground-based (Hantzsch) compar-
isons of ambient CH2O over Mexico City. The distance is the air-
craft distance to the site and the altitude is the height above ground
from the aircraft radar. The mixing ratios are in ppbv.

Ground Date/Time Distance Altitude [CH2O] [CH2O]
Site (GMT) (km) (km) Hantzsch DFG

T0 3/22/06 20:18:00 0.8 0.59 11.270 11.159
T1 3/22/06 20:27:00 3.1 1.04 6.630 6.730
T1 3/22/06 20:39:00 3.9 1.66 7.030 6.747
T1 3/22/06 20:40:00 3.6 1.72 7.070 6.360

components. The first involved the Herriott cell. Roller et
al. (2006) discussed a clamping arrangement on the Herriott
cell to eliminate changes in mirror pitch and separation dur-
ing aircraft maneuvers. We further improved on this design.
We also mechanically stabilized the first off-axis parabolic
(OAP) mirror mount used in collecting and collimating the
diode laser radiation. This was accomplished using a clamp
to provide continuous downward pressure to the OAP mount
and translation stages. Prior to this, even small vertical air-
craft accelerations moved the optical beam, and given the
large magnification of this first mirror (∼75), such small
movements resulted in large beam movements into and out
of the Herriott cell, significantly degrading system perfor-
mance. The cell input/output mirror stage was also mechan-
ically stabilized in the same fashion. All three actions led to
improved performance.

As discussed by Fried et al. (2008a), the 2831.6 cm−1

CH2O line is free from all known spectroscopic interfer-
ences with the exception of methanol. Extensive labora-
tory tests indicate that with proper choice of fitting win-
dows, this interference can be reduced to 0.3 % in the present
TDLAS system (i.e. an error in the retrieved CH2O mix-
ing ratio of +0.3 % times the ambient methanol mixing ra-
tio). The results of the present study, however, were not
corrected for this small interference since ambient measure-
ments of methanol on the DC-8 were only available from
one of the airborne instruments (the NASA Ames PANIK
instrument) less than 50 % of the time when CH2O mea-
surements and box model values were compared. This small
positive measurement bias only has a minimal effect on the
boundary layer results; when methanol data were available
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Table A2b. C-130 (DFG) and ground-based DOAS comparisons of ambient CH2O over Mexico City. The distance is the aircraft distance to
the site and the altitude is the height above ground from the aircraft radar. The mixing ratios are in ppbv. The assumed boundary layer height
(BL) in km is also indicated as well as the DOAS measurement time. The DOAS CH2O was normalized by the DOAS/C-130 measurements
of NO2 to account for errors in the BL determination.

Ground Date/Time Time Distance Altitude [CH2O] [CH2O] BL
Site (GMT) Aircraft (GMT) DOAS (km) (km) DOAS DFG (km)

T0 3/22/06 20:18:00 19:46:05 0.8 0.59 12.023 11.159 1.63
T0 3/29/06 20:25:00 19:42:47 0.4 0.57 10.926 10.669 1.50
T2 3/29/06 19:14:00 20:54:46 2.2 0.64 2.323 2.095 1.06

for correction, the median CH2O (measurement-model) dif-
ference only changed by 47 pptv for all boundary layer com-
parisons during the 1st phase. This is at least an order of
magnitude smaller than observed differences.

Box model simulations were carried out employing the
NASA Langley time dependent photochemical box model
(Crawford et al., 1999; Olson et al., 2001, 2006) with
rate constants generally those recommended by Sander et
al. (2006) and Atkinson et al. (2006). The parameteriza-
tion for near-IR photolysis of HNO4 as described in Roehl et
al. (2002) is included. NMHC chemistry is originally based
on the lumped scheme in Lurmann et al. (1986), with ap-
propriate adjustments to chemistry as discussed in the ap-
pendix of Crawford et al. (1999). As discussed in Fried et
al. (2008a), the model calculates for each set of measure-
ments the associated self-consistent diurnal profile of radical
and other computed species determined from the constraint
of long-lived precursors to measured concentrations. Com-
puted radical concentrations at the same point in time as the
measurement are then used as the instantaneous model re-
sults. The hydrocarbon (HC) sampling time base, which rep-
resents the time duration in filling each hydrocarbon canister,
was used in these calculations, as discussed previously. The
average canister fill duration was 70 s. The minimum set of
input constraints includes observations of O3, CO, NO, non-
methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs), acetone, MEK, methanol,
ethanol, temperature, H2O (dew/frost point), pressure, pho-
tolysis frequencies, and when available, measurements of
H2O2, HNO3, and PAN. Ketones, alcohols, and NMHCs
are filled by interpolation or scaling to CO when measure-
ments are unavailable. A further restricted dataset was de-
rived where measurements of MHP were available to con-
strain the model, where the CH2O measurements comprised
at least 50 % of the HC time base, and where the measure-
ments were uniformly distributed over this time base. Depo-
sitional loss of CH2O and other soluble species was invoked
below 2 km at a constant value of 1.0× 10−5 s−1 (1.2 cm s−1

deposition velocity).

The limits of detection (LOD, 2σ level) for the 1-min TD-
LAS results discussed here were independently determined
for each flight based upon the median replication precision
of 1-s ambient measurements over 30-s to 1-min time inter-

vals. Laboratory tests have shown that the instrument preci-
sion generally improved by the square-root of the averaging
time up to averaging periods of 30 to 60-s. Equivalent 1-min
precisions were determined from the 1-s precisions by divid-
ing these results by the square-root of 30 in all cases (even
for 60-s of averaging, just to be conservative). Since ambient
variability can contribute to the signal variability, these LOD
estimates are conservative upper limits. Using these proce-
dures we arrive at 1-min (2σ) measurement LODs ranging
between 39 pptv to 59 pptv for the entire mission with a me-
dian value of 47 pptv for all flights combined. These values
were further confirmed on a number of occasions from the
replicate precision of 1-min ambient measurements carried
out over at least 5-min when the ambient CH2O mixing ra-
tios were low and stable. A total systematic error (2σ level)
of 13 % was estimated from the quadrature addition of vari-
ous individual uncertainties involving flow and flow dilution
uncertainties, and uncertainties in the CH2O permeation rate
and calibration factors over the course of the mission.

The uncertainty in box model predictions of CH2O and
other radicals include a component due to uncertainties in
the measurement of constrained species (model constraint
uncertainty), and a component due to uncertainties in kinetic
and photolytic rates (model kinetic uncertainty). This lat-
ter term also includes uncertainties in the molecular param-
eters used in calculating these photolytic rates. Uncertain-
ties in the actinic flux measurements, which are one compo-
nent of the photolytic rate determinations, ranged between
4 and 5.8 %, and these are included in the model constraint
uncertainty. Although this study shows the importance of
erroneous and/or incomplete chemistry due to higher gener-
ation reaction intermediates as a potential additional source
of model systematic uncertainty, this more difficult source
to quantify was not included in our present analysis. The
model constraint uncertaintywas determined for every mod-
eled point on the hydrocarbon time base using a sensitivity
approach similar to Frost et al. (2002). The box model was
run 11 times for every data point; each time one of the 11
constraints considered was increased by its given 1σ mea-
surement uncertainty. The considered constraints include O3,
CO, NO, acetone, alcohols, ethene, higher alkenes, alkanes,
isoprene, and MHP. The absolute value of the relative change
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Table A3. Initial species mixing ratios (pptv unless otherwise indicated) used in MCM runs. The “Source” column indicates how these
mixing ratios were determined. In the “Model Input Designator” column a1 indicates that measurements were used and that the NASA
Langley Box Model explicitly incorporates DC-8 measurements of that species as an input. MCM measurements were typically from 24-
h median University of California Irvine (UCI) ground-based measurements atT0 (see Apel et al., 2010) where available, or from aircraft
measurements (C-130, DC-8 or their average). A2 indicates the same MCM measurement source but the NASA Box Model did not explicitly
incorporate that species as an input, and a3 indicates an unmeasured species in both models whose mixing ratio was estimated.

Class Species/ Mixing Model Input Source
Parameter Ratio Designator

Major Methane 2,800 ppbv 1 T0-Blakea

Water 6670 ppmv 1 Outflow averagec

Carbon monoxide 1600 ppbv 1 T0-Blake
Ozone 5 ppbv 1 T0-Kolbb

Hydrogen 550 ppbv Typical value

NMHC-Alkanes Ethane 10 000 1 T0-Blake
Propane 60 000 1 T0-Blake
i-Butane 12 000 1 T0-Blake
n-Butane 31 000 1 T0-Blake
i-Pentane 8000 1 T0-Blake
neo-Pentane 10 3 Small value estimate
n-Pentane 5600 1 T0-Blake
2,2-Dimethylbutane 730 2 T0-Blake
2,3-Dimethylbutane 3700 2 T0-Blake
2-Methylpentane 3400 1 T0-Blake
3-Methylpentane 2500 1 T0-Blake
Cyclohexane 400 2 T0-Apel
n-Hexane 3800 1 T0-Blake
2-Methylhexane 700 3 fit of Alkanes vs #Cf

3-Methylhexane 700 3 fit of Alkanes vs #Cf

n-Heptane 760 1 T0-Blake
n-Octane 270 2 T0-Blake
n-Nonane 190 2 T0-Blake
n-Decane (ND) 290 2 T0-Blake
Undecane (UD) 100 3 fit (UD/ND)*ND (@T0)f

Dodecane (DD) 40 3 fit (DD/ND)* ND (@T0)f

Alkenes Ethene 11 000 1 T0-Blake
Propene 3000 1 T0-Blake
1,3-Butadiene 230 1 T0-Blake
1-Butene 1100 1 T0-Blake
i-Butene 500 2 T0-Blake
cis-2-Butene 400 1 T0-Blake
trans-2-Butene 420 1 T0-Blake
1-Pentene 240 2 T0-Blake
2-Methyl-1-Butene 1 3 Estimate
2-Methyl-2-Butene 700 2 T0-Apel
3-Methyl-1-Butene 120 2 T0-Apele

cis-2-Pentene 210 2 T0-Blake
Isoprene 180 1 T0-Blake
trans-2-Pentene 410 2 T0-Blake
1-Hexene 200 3 fit of alkenes vs #Cf

2,3-Dimethylbut-2-ene 200 3 fit of alkenes vs. #Cf

cis-2-Hexene 200 3 fit of alkenes vs #Cf

trans-2-Hexene 200 3 fit of alkenes vs #Cf

Alkynes Ethyne 12 000 1 T0-Blake
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Table A3. Continued.

Class Species/ Mixing Model Input Source
Parameter Ratio Designator

Aromatics Benzene 1700 1 T0-Blake
Toluene 16 000 1 T0-Blake
Ethylbenzene 1400 1 T0-Blake
m-Xylene 1200 1 T0-Blake
o-Xylene 600 1 T0-Blake
p-Xylene 430 1 T0-Blake
Styrene 40 3 Small like 1-butanol
1,2,3-Trimethylbenzene 350 3 Estimate
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene 1500 1 T0-Blake
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene 230 1 T0-Blake
2-Ethyltoluene 140 1 T0-Blake
3-Ethyltoluene 370 1 T0-Blake
4-Ethyltoluene 200 1 T0-Blake
i-Propylbenzene 60 1 T0-Blake
n-Propylbenzene 190 1 T0-Blake
3,5-Dimethyl-ethylbenzene 40 3 Small like 1-butanol
3,5-Diethyltoluene 40 3 Small like 1-butanol

Other Species Sulfur dioxide 2200 1 T0-Kolb
Hydrogen peroxide 1000 1 MCMA averaged

Methylhydroperoxide 400 1 MCMA averaged

Odd Nitrogen NOx 86 000 1 T0-Kolb
Nitrous Acid 1450 1 T0-Kolb
PAN 18 000 1 A/C (PAN/NOx) * NOx (@ T0)
PPN 2400 3 A/C(PPN/PAN) * PAN (est@ T0)

Aldehydes Formaldehyde 5000 1 T0-Kolb
Acetaldehyde 6000 1 T0-Kolb
Glyoxal 200 2 T0-Kolb
Glyoxylic acid 50 3 Estimate
Methylglyoxal 100 3 Estimate
Propanal (Prpn) 2850 1 A/C (Prpn/MeOH)* MeOH (@T0)
Biacetyl 100 3 Estimate
Butanal (Btnl) 850 3 A/C (Btnl/MeOH)* MeOH (@T0)
Methylpropanal 40 3 Ratio to Butanal
Pentanal (Ptnl) 5 3 A/C (Ptnl/DIEK)* DIEK (@T0est)
Hexanal (Hxnl) 200 3 A/C (Hxnl/Btnl)*Btnl (@T0 est)
Benzaldehyde 40 3 Same as methylpropanal

Ketones Acetone (Actn) 8400 1 T0-Kolb
MEK 1300 1 A/C (MEK/Actn)*Actn (@ T0)
2-Pentanone (MRPK) 800 3 A/C (MPRK/MEK)*MEK (@T0)
3-Pentanone (DIEK) 40 3 A/C(DIEK/MPRK)*MPRK(@T0)
Methyl isopropyl ketone (MIPK) 600 3 Estimate
2-Hexanone (2Hxn) 10 3 A/C (2Hxn/DIEK)* DIEK(@T0 est)
3-Hexanone 10 3 Same as 2-hexanone
Cyclohexanone 40 3 Same as methylpropanal
4-methyl-2-pentanone (MIBK) 40 3 Same as methylpropanal
3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone (MTBK) 40 3 Same as methylpropanal
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Table A3. Continued.

Class Species/ Mixing Model Input Source
Parameter Ratio Designator

Alcohols Methanol (MeOH) 28 500 1 T0-Kolb
Ethanol (EtOH) 4000 1 A/C (EtOH/MeOH)*MeOH (@T0)
1-Propanol 300 3 Estimate: 0.01*MeOH
2-Propanol 300 3 Estimate: 0.01*MeOH
1-Butanol 40 3 Ratio to Butanal
2-Butanol 40 3 Ratio to Butanal
2-Methyl-1-Propanol 40 3 Ratio to Butanal
2-Methyl-2-Propanol 40 3 Ratio to Butanal
3-Pentanol 40 3 Same as 1-Butanol

Ethers MTBE 1000 2 A/C (MTBE/Btnl)*Btnl (@T0 est)

Alkyl Nitrates Methylnitrate 5 1 0.5 A/C close in average

(ANs) Ethylnitrate 3 1 0.5 A/C close in average
n-Propylnitrate 2 1 0.5 A/C close in average
i-Propylnitrate 20 1 0.5 A/C close in average
2-Butylnitrate 20 1 0.5 A/C close in average
2-Methyl-2-Propylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Methyl-Propylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
n-Butylnitrate 3 3 Comparison w/other ANs
1-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Methyl-2-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Methyl-3-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Methyl-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Pentylnitrate 10 3 0.5 A/C close in average
3-Pentylnitrate 5 1 Comparison w/other ANs
neo-Pentylnitrate 1 3 Comparison w/other ANs
1-Hexylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2,2-dimethyl-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2,3-dimethyl-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-Hexylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-methyl-1-Pentylnitrate 3 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-methyl-2-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-methyl-3-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
2-methyl-4-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
3,3-dimethyl-Butylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
3-Hexylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
3-methyl-1-Pentylnitrate 3 3 Comparison w/other ANs
3-methyl-2-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs
3-methyl-3-Pentylnitrate 10 3 Comparison w/other ANs

Meteorology Temperature, C 19 A/C outflow average
Pressure, mb 727 A/C outflow average
Relative Humidity, % 21.9 A/C outflow average
Ozone column, DU 244 A/C outflow average

a Twenty-four hour median of measured values atT0 site by Blake et al., UC-Irvine.
b Twenty-four hour median of measured values atT0 site reported by Kolb et al. in the database. Some measurements are from the mobile Aerodyne sampling van while others are
from non-Aerodyne investigators.
c Average of C-130 and DC-8 aircraft (A/C) observations in outflow plume.
d Average of C-130 and DC-8 aircraft (A/C) observations within MCMA basin.
e Twenty-four hour average as estimated from other data by Apel et al. (2010).
f Estimated from fit of measured values of same class of compounds versus carbon number.
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in modeled CH2O then represents the 1σ uncertainty in cal-
culated CH2O for that given constraint. The individual un-
certainties for each constraint were combined in quadrature
for a total model constraint uncertainty. While the given
uncertainties in measurements of the model constraints in-
clude both random and systematic errors, we consider the
propagated uncertainty to be largely random in nature, and
henceforth all mention of model uncertainty refers to such
model constraint uncertainty, unless stated otherwise. For
conditions over the remote Pacific, themodel constraint
uncertaintyfor CH2O (converted to 2σ) ranges from 22–
34 % throughout the altitude regime considered. Values over
the continental US and Mexico range from 8–35 %. These
ranges are meant to show the model constraint uncertainty
range, however, individual uncertainties for each model point
were used in the calculation of the combined measurement
and model uncertainty. These ranges span the 24 % (2σ) ran-
dom model component value of Frost et al. (2002). Differ-
ences with Frost et al. (2002) reflect: (1) the model input un-
certainties for each important measurement are better charac-
terized here; (2) the instruments have improved performance
since the 1997 Frost study; (3) the spatial coverage and time
of year are different between the two studies; and most im-
portantly (4) individual point-by-point model uncertainties
were calculated and used here rather than a single median
value. The combined random measurement andmodel con-
straint uncertainty(2σ level) for each altitude range bin was
then estimated by quadrature addition of the measurement
LOD with themodel constraint uncertainty, and the average
value for each altitude bin was determined. In the boundary
layer, the combined uncertainty for the ratios are calculated
for every comparison point on the hydrocarbon time base and
the median value is±0.13.

In addition, themodel kinetic uncertaintywas calculated
using a Monte Carlo approach. Median environmental and
chemical conditions were found for various altitude levels for
the US/Mexico portion and for the Pacific portion of INTEX-
B. For each set of input conditions, themodel kinetic uncer-
tainty was calculated by running 2500 simulations whereby
each of 105 model kinetic reaction rates and 16 photolytic
rates was randomly and independently varied within its refer-
enced 1σ uncertainty. The standard deviations of the result-
ing range of predictions can be used to define themodel ki-
netic uncertaintyfor various predicted radical species. While
this component of model uncertainty is generally considered
systematic, it can vary, depending upon changes in the chem-
ical and environmental regimes. This component of uncer-
tainty (2σ) was calculated to range from 50 %–62 % (bound-
ary layer – high altitudes, Pacific) and 34 %–68 % (boundary
layer – high altitudes, Houston) for CH2O during INTEX-B.

Appendix B

Overview of past TDLAS comparisons with other
techniques

Comparisons of an earlier version of the present airborne
system employing a different CH2O absorption feature pro-
duced results that agreed with long-path ultraviolet/visible
DOAS results to within 5 % when both instruments sam-
pled the same air mass unperturbed by local anthropogenic
and meteorological influences (Harder et al., 1997). An ear-
lier version of the present airborne TDLAS system (employ-
ing the same 2831.6 cm−1 absorption line) was also com-
pared with three continuous non-spectroscopic methods, in-
cluding a coil Hantzsch system, during an extensive ground-
based CH2O intercomparison study discussed by Gilpin et
al. (1997). After correcting for calibration differences using
a common standard provided by the TDLAS system, all four
instruments retrieved equivalent ambient CH2O mixing ra-
tios within ±18 %, and two of the non-spectroscopic instru-
ments were within 4 % of the TDLAS retrievals. An earlier
version of the present TDLAS system was also compared
with one of the non-spectroscopic methods in the Gilpin et
al. study onboard a NOAA aircraft during the 1997 NARE
study (Fried et al., 2002). A bivariant least squares fit of
this instrument versus the TDLAS for 665 overlapping 5-
min time coincident intervals resulted in a slope of 0.987
and intercept of 0.027 ppbv for mixing ratios up to 2 ppbv.
Furthermore, the two instruments measured identical CH2O
mixing ratios to within∼0.1 ppbv, and more typically within
0.08 ppbv, in 3 altitude bins up to∼8 km over the 0–0.8 ppbv
range. Finally, Wert et al. (2003) compared airborne CH2O
measurements using an earlier version of the present TDLAS
system with a ground based DOAS system operated by Stutz
during the 2000 Texas Air Quality Study. During aircraft
overflights (40–60 m above the ground) of the DOAS sam-
pling site when three different DOAS paths spanning alti-
tudes from 2 to 50 m above ground indicated uniform mix-
ing, the agreement between the two techniques was within
5 %.

Appendix C

Overview of present airborne TDL comparisons
with ground based measurements

There were nine different time periods when either the DC-8
or the C-130 passed very close to ground sampling sites over
Mexico City and when ground-based CH2O measurements
were also acquired employing a Hantzsch system operated
by Junkermann’s research group (see Hak et al., 2005 for
a description of this instrument) and/or a DOAS instrument
operated by Volkamer’s group). Appendix Table A1 tabu-
lates the pertinent information regarding the two overpasses
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by the DC-8 while Appendix Tables A2a and A2b tabulate
C-130 overpasses. Numerous diagnostics from ground, air-
borne, and balloon-sounding systems indicated uniform sam-
pled air between the airborne and ground-based measure-
ments. These diagnostics include: airborne aerosol measure-
ments using the NASA Langley lidar system on the DC-8
(Browell et al., 2003) and the NCAR SABL Lidar system on
the C-130, a ground-based micro-pulsed lidar system located
atT1, 915 MHz radar wind profilers operated by Phillips and
Knupp at the University of Alabama (see Cronce et al., 2007)
and a Ceilometer backscatter profiler, and balloon soundings
of constant potential temperature.

The C-130 overpasses close to theT0, T1, andT2 ground-
sampling sites are listed in Appendix Tables A2a and A2b.
Appendix Table A2a lists time periods when ground-based
CH2O measurements were acquired employing the Hantzsch
system operated by Junkermann’s research group and Ap-
pendix Table A2b lists time periods when the University of
Colorado’s MAX-DOAS system acquired vertical column
measurements of CH2O. When used with boundary layer
height estimates from Lidar and/or wind profiler measure-
ments and the assumption of vertical uniformity, the MAX-
DOAS column measurements can be used to derive CH2O
mixing ratios for comparisons with the C-130 measurements.
Since boundary layer height estimates may be uncertain in
some cases, vertical column derived CH2O mixing ratios
were corrected by the ratio of DOAS derived NO2-to C-130
in situ measurements of NO2 by Weinheimer’s group. These
corrections assume that the lifetimes of both gases are longer
than vertical mixing times and both gases have similar ver-
tical distributions, i.e. that mixing (or lack thereof) does not
introduce new sources of one gas relative to the other. During
times of the DC-8 overpasses mixing is well developed, and
gradients are expected to be small. DOAS derived NO2-to
C-130 measurement ratios were within 11 % of the same ra-
tios for CH2O, suggesting the above assumptions should be
valid. Although the C-130 and DOAS measurements times
indicated in Table A2b were not precisely time coincident,
the time differences were within∼0.5 to 1.5 h.
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